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Whole-genome resequencing reveals loci under
selection during chicken domestication
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Domestic animals are excellent models for genetic studies of
phenotypic evolution1–3. They have evolved genetic adaptations
to a new environment, the farm, and have been subjected to strong
human-driven selection leading to remarkable phenotypic
changes in morphology, physiology and behaviour. Identifying
the genetic changes underlying these developments provides new
insight into generalmechanisms bywhich genetic variation shapes
phenotypic diversity. Here we describe the use of massively par-
allel sequencing to identify selective sweeps of favourable alleles
and candidate mutations that have had a prominent role in the
domestication of chickens (Gallus gallus domesticus) and their
subsequent specialization into broiler (meat-producing) and layer
(egg-producing) chickens. We have generated 44.5-fold coverage
of the chicken genome using pools of genomic DNA representing
eight different populations of domestic chickens as well as red
jungle fowl (Gallus gallus), the major wild ancestor4. We report
more than 7,000,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms, almost
1,300 deletions and a number of putative selective sweeps. One of
the most striking selective sweeps found in all domestic chickens
occurred at the locus for thyroid stimulating hormone receptor
(TSHR), which has a pivotal role in metabolic regulation and
photoperiod control of reproduction in vertebrates. Several of
the selective sweeps detected in broilers overlapped genes asso-
ciated with growth, appetite and metabolic regulation. We found
little evidence that selection for loss-of-function mutations had a
prominent role in chickendomestication, butwedetected twodele-
tions in coding sequences that we suggest are functionally import-
ant. This study has direct application to animal breeding and
enhances the importance of the domestic chicken as amodel organ-
ism for biomedical research.

For most of their history, domestic chicken populations have been
bred for two purposes, egg laying andmeat production5. The effective
chicken population size must have been huge in the past, before
specialized commercial populations were established during the
twentieth century, as a large proportion of farms kept a group of
chickens interconnected with other groups by trade between regions,
countries and continents. This is consistent with the extensive
sequence diversity present in domestic chicken (,5 single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) per kilobase (kb) in pairwise comparisons)6.
During the twentieth century, specialized layer and broiler breeds
were established to circumvent the inherent conflict in selecting for

both growth traits (meat production) and reproductive traits (egg pro-
duction) in the same bird. This approach, combined with the imple-
mentation ofmodern breedingmethods based on quantitative genetics
theory, has been extremely successful in improving productivity7.

Our experimental design involved the resequencing of birds repre-
senting eight populations of domestic chickens as well as populations
of red jungle fowl (Fig. 1). The aim was to identify the most common
allele at the majority of polymorphic sites in the genome and to
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Figure 1 | Chicken lines resequenced. Schematic tree based on breeding
history (branch lengths not to scale). The minimum time of divergence, when
known, is indicated. Pools of genomic DNA from the following populations
were resequenced: red jungle fowl (n5 8), commercial broiler 1 (CB-1;n5 10),
commercial broiler 2 (CB-2;n5 10), highgrowth line (n5 11), lowgrowth line
(n5 11), Rhode IslandRed (RIR; n5 8), obese strain (n5 10),White Leghorn
line 13 (WL-A; n5 11) and a commercial White Leghorn line (WL-B; n5 8).
The single red jungle fowl female from the partly inbred UCD001 line used to
generate the reference genome sequence8 was also included.
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identify selective sweeps shared by populations selected for the same
trait. We used the Applied Biosystems SOLiD technology to generate
short reads (35 base pairs (bp)) to a sequence depth of four- to
fivefold coverage from pools of chickens, each representing different
populations, which is an effective approach for finding common
alleles favoured by positive selection. The sequencing of DNA pools
from individual lines is also effective for detecting selective sweeps,
because heterozygosity can be calculated in sliding windows from
sequences drawn from a pool of haplotypes. We sampled four dif-
ferent layer populations, four broiler populations and a pool of red
jungle fowl representing two different zoo populations (Supplemen-
tary Table 1). Finally, we resequenced the particular red jungle fowl
female (from the partly inbred UCD001 line) previously used to
generate the classical Sanger-sequenced reference chicken genome8.
The inclusion of the reference bird provided an excellent quality
check of the SOLiD data.

We aligned the 35-bp reads to the chicken reference sequence. The
uniquely placed reads covered 92% of the 1,043megabases (Mb) in
the current genome assembly (Supplementary Table 1), and these
were used for all further analyses of sequence variation. The 90Mb
not covered by any read from any line were mostly repetitive
sequences but to some extent probably represent sequences under-
represented after the emulsion-PCR step. We identified SNPs for
each population individually and also for several pools of popula-
tions. Three independent reads of the same non-reference nucleotide
were required to declare a position polymorphic. This criterion was
chosen to minimize the number of false-positives. Bioinformatic
analysis showed that the great majority of SNPs (.95%) reported
in this study represent true SNPs (Supplementary Information), and
this conclusion was supported by experimental verification of more
than 300 SNPs (Supplementary Table 2). Furthermore, we eliminated
,40,000 putative SNPs because we did not find any support for the
reference allele, and assume that these represent rare sequence errors
in the current assembly (Supplementary Fig. 1). In total, 7,453,845
SNP loci of which we are confident remained after this filtering and
were used in the subsequent analyses. Supplementary Table 1 shows
the sequence coverage and the number of non-reference alleles found
in each population. We used the allele frequencies of these SNPs to
construct a genetic distance tree summarizing the genetic relation-
ships among populations (Supplementary Information and Sup-
plementary Fig. 2).

To detect putative selective sweeps, we searched the genome for
regions with high degrees of fixation. The major challenge in such an
analysis is to distinguish true sweeps from fixation due to genetic
drift. In general, there is a high degree of genetic diversity in the
chicken genome. However, some of the populations included were
maintained with a limited effective population size, which could lead
to genetic drift and fixation (Supplementary Table 1). To lessen the
problem of fixation due to genetic drift within populations, we con-
ducted sweep analyses with pooled sequence data from three groups
of populations selected for similar purposes: all domestic lines, the
two commercial broiler lines (CB-1 and CB-2) and three layer popu-
lations (WL-A, WL-B and RIR). We calculated the pooled hetero-
zygosity, Hp, in sliding 40-kb windows along the autosomes from
sequence reads corresponding to the most and least frequently
observed alleles at all SNP positions (Methods).

The distributions of observedHp values and the Z transformations
ofHp, ZHp, are plotted in Fig. 2a for the three comparisons. Owing to
the complex and partly unknown demography of these populations,
it is difficult to define a strict threshold that distinguishes true sweeps
from regions of homozygosity caused by drift. We propose that the
best way to evaluate the many putative sweeps is to cross-reference
these results with others such as verification of the sweep in addi-
tional chicken populations and data on co-localization with major
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and differentially expressed genes. We
focus our description of putative sweeps on those reaching a

ZHp score of 26 or less, as these are in the extreme lower end of
the distribution (Fig. 2a).

Only,0.1% of the windows (n5 58) had a ZHp score of less than
or equal to26 in the all-domestic comparison, and the correspond-
ing fractions were,0.05% for the broilers and,0.01% for the layers
(Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table 3).We used the yellow skin allele of
BCDO2 locus as a proof of principle showing that this approach
could reveal an established sweep4; all domestic birds in this study
were assumed to be homozygous for the yellow skin allele. We
observed an Hp value of 0.09 (ZHp528.2) over BCDO2 (Fig. 2b),
and the region perfectly overlapped the previously defined sweep4.
The region did not show complete fixation, as a few domestic birds
carried a wild-type haplotype.

The number of putative sweeps reaching the ZHp-score threshold
of 26 was highest for the all-domestic comparison: 58 windows
representing 21 loci passed this threshold. Further genetic and func-
tional studies of these loci are well justified because many of them,
as well as some that did not reach the significance threshold, may
have contributed significantly to chicken domestication. Three
putative sweeps had ZHp scores that were more extreme (that is,
lower) than that of yellow skin/BCDO2. One was located on chro-
mosome 1 in a non-coding region upstream of SEMA3A, which
encodes semaphorin 3A, an axon guidancemolecule with an essential
role in brain development9. The second occurred in a non-coding
region 160 kb upstream of the gene for V-set and transmembrane-
domain-containing protein 2A (VSTM2A), which is a predicted
target-SNARE gene on chromosome 2, and the third occurred at
the locus encoding thyroid stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR)
on chromosome 5. We decided to further evaluate TSHR because it
had the lowest ZHp score (29.2) and because of the well-established
biological significance of TSHR signalling for metabolic regulation
and reproduction10–13. The sweep region showed almost complete
fixation over a 40-kb region (Fig. 3). The TSHR region also
approached significance for the individual broiler and layer com-
parisons, with ZHp scores of 4.7 and 4.9, respectively. Both groups
showed complete homozygosity at theTSHR locus but failed to reach
the threshold of 26 because the sweep regions did not cover a full
40-kb window. In the all-domestic comparison, the consistent sweep
signal from all eight populations resulted in an extremely low
ZHp score even though the region of complete homozygosity across
all populations did not cover an entire 40-kb window.

We decided to screen eight SNPs from the TSHR region using 271
birds representing 36 populations with geographic origins ranging
from Iceland to China (Supplementary Table 4). Every domestic
chicken tested, representing commercial as well as local populations,
carried at least one copy of the sweep haplotype; seven birds were
heterozygous for the haplotype and 264 were homozygous. This is
remarkable given the extensive genetic diversity present in thedomestic
chicken for most parts of the genome. Thus, TSHRmay be a domesti-
cation locus in chicken, that is, a locus where essentially all individuals
of a domesticated species carry a mutant allele. We observed the sweep
haplotype at an intermediate frequency in red jungle fowl representing
zoo populations (Supplementary Table 4), and believe that the most
likely explanation for this is thatmanyzoopopulationshaveahistoryof
some hybridization with domestic chicken.

We next searched for candidate mutations that may have been the
target for the TSHR sweep and identified a non-conservative amino-
acid substitution, namely glycine to arginine at residue 558 (Fig. 3c).
This residue is located at the border between transmembrane region 4
and the following extracellular loop (Fig. 3d).Glycine at this position is
conserved among all known vertebrate TSHR sequences and it is
almost completely conserved among other members of this family of
glycoprotein-hormone receptors (see the Glycoprotein-hormone
Receptors InformationSystem;http://gris.ulb.ac.be/). Abioinformatic
analysis using DASher14 indicated that the glycine-to-arginine substi-
tution pushes this residue outwards from the membrane and may
therefore influence ligand interaction. Thus, this missense mutation
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is a candidate causal mutation for the TSHR sweep. Currently, we
cannot formally exclude the possibility that the identified missense
substitution is a slightly deleterious mutation that has hitch-hiked
on a linked causativemutation.However, careful examination, includ-
ing Sanger-based resequencing of the 40-kb sweep region to close any
sequence gaps, did not reveal any strong suspects (GenBank accession
numbers GU323554–GU323556).

A possibility is that the domestic TSHR allele confers an advantage
as regards increased metabolic activity and growth. However, this is
unlikely, because theTSHR locus does not coincide with any of the 13
growth loci detected in our previous QTL study of an intercross
between White Leghorn and red jungle fowl15, where the two TSHR
alleles are segregating. It is now well established that TSHR signalling
between the pars tuberalis, of the pituitary gland, and ependymal cells
in thehypothalamus regulates photoperiod control of reproduction in
birds andmammals11–13. The TSHR sweepmay therefore be related to
a classical feature of domestic animals, namely the absence of the strict
regulation of seasonal reproduction found in natural populations16.
We plan to followup the discovery of theTSHR sweepwith functional
receptor studies as well as careful phenotypic characterization of our
White Leghorn/red jungle fowl intercrosses.

The screen for selective sweeps in populations of commercial broi-
lers revealed many loci that make sense in relation to selection for
muscle growth (Fig. 2c). A region on chromosome 1 with strong
support contains both the gene for insulin-like growth factor 1
(IGF1), which is a candidate gene for growth, as well as the gene
for pro-melanin-concentrating hormone (PMCH), which has
important roles in appetite and metabolic regulation17. IGF1 also

shows a strong indication of a selective sweep in the layer comparison
(ZHp,25.6; Supplementary Table 3) but not in the all-domestic
comparison, as different haplotypes are close to fixation in broilers
and layers. A functionally related candidate gene affecting growth
traits and with a central role for insulin signalling, insulin receptor
(INSR), also lies within a sweep region.

The sweep at the TBC1D1 (TBC1 (tre-2/USP6, BUB2, cdc16)
domain family, member 1) locus is particularly interesting, because
it is located at the major QTL explaining differences in growth
between broilers and layers in three independent studies18–20.
Strong further support for the TBC1D1 sweep comes from the fact
that the sweep haplotype is also fixed in the high and low growth lines
(Fig. 1). This implies that the sweep took place during the early
development of broiler chickens, as the high and low growth lines
were established in 1957 and have been kept as closed populations
since then. TBC1D1 has been associated with susceptibility to obesity
in humans21, and a loss-of-function mutation in this gene causes
leanness inmice22. It has recently been shown that insulin-stimulated
phosphorylation of TBC1D1 is required for the translocation of the
main glucose transporter, GLUT4 (also known as SLC2A4), to the
cell surface of mouse C2C12 myoblasts23. This study implies that
billions of broiler chickens around the world carry a mutant
TBC1D1 haplotype and could be used for in-depth functional studies.

It has been proposed that loss of function may be an important
factor in rapid evolution, such as occurs during domestication24.
Deleterious mutations may also accumulate as a result of relaxed
selection or hitch-hiking during selective sweeps25. We used the
resequencing data to look for two specific loss-of-functionmutations:
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stop-codon mutations and deletions (Supplementary Information
and Supplementary Tables 5 and 6). We identified almost 1,300 dele-
tions that were fixed or close to fixation in at least one population.
Only 16 of these were longer than 6.4 kb and none was longer than
67 kb (Supplementary Fig. 3). We found little evidence that selection
for loss-of-function mutations has had a prominent role in chicken
domestication. However, we detected seven deletions in coding
sequences (Supplementary Table 7), one of which has previously been
described as functional and another ofwhich shows strong evidence of
function. The deletion in the growth hormone receptor (GHR) gene
has previously been reported to be a causativemutation for sex-linked
dwarfism26 and has been used in some commercial broiler lines to
reduce growth and feed consumption in parental lines.

We also found a novel deletion that removes all but the first exon of
the gene SH3RF2 (SH3 domain containing ring finger 2) (Fig. 4a).
The deletion is fixed in the high growth line and occurs at a low
frequency in the low growth line and in CB-1. SH3RF2 lies within
a QTL region for body weight detected in a cross between the high
and low growth lines27. We genotyped 400 birds from generation F8
of this intercross, which provides a much better mapping resolution

than generation F2 (ref. 28). The analysis revealed a highly significant
association between the presence of the deletion and increased
growth (P, 0.001; Fig. 4b). Body weight at 70 days for Del/Del birds
(600 g) was 20% greater than for WT/WT birds (500 g). We could
take advantage of the fact that the deletion was also present at a low
frequency in the low growth line. If this is the causative mutation, it
should be associated with the same QTL effect in generation F2
whether it was inherited from an F0 chicken from the high growth line
or the low growth line. This provides high resolution inQTLmapping
because the lines were crossed after generation 41 of the selection
experiment, meaning that they are separated by 82 generations of
meioses, disrupting the associations between the QTL and linked
markers. The estimated effects of the deletion haplotype originating
from the high growth line were indistinguishable from those of it
originating from the low growth line (Fig. 4c). This shows that the
deletion or a mutation in the very near vicinity must be the causative
mutation for the QTL. Expression analysis using hypothalamus
messenger RNA revealed SH3RF2 expression in the low growth line
but not in the high growth line, which is expected because the latter is
fixed for the deletion (Fig. 4d). The result is of interest as it is well
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established that chickens from the high growth line have a genetic
defect in hypothalamic appetite regulation29.

The results strongly suggest that the deletion, eliminating most of
the coding sequence of SH3RF2, is the causative mutation for a QTL
contributing to the remarkable difference in growth between the high
and low growth selection lines. The nature of the mutation, that is,
loss of function of a gene that is well conserved among birds and
mammals, suggests that the deletion is unlikely to be just a neutral
linkedmarker. SH3RF2 encodes SH3 domain containing ring finger 2
and is expressed in brain and muscle. The high and low growth lines
now provide the first animal model with which the functional sig-
nificance of this gene may be explored.

Thepresent study casts lighton thegenetic basis of domestication, but
also has implications both for the use of chicken as amodel organism for
biomedical research and for the application of genomics to practical
chicken breeding (Supplementary Information). Chicken was selected
for this study because the fairly small genome size (,1Gb) made it
easier to achieve sufficient sequence coverage to obtain a reasonable
power to detect sweeps, deletions and high-quality SNPs. However,
the successful outcome of this approach suggests that it should be
applied to other domesticated species as well as to natural populations,
where itmay reveal the genetic basis for rapid evolutionary adaptations.

METHODS SUMMARY
SOLiD sequencing.We prepared libraries from pools of genomic DNA (except

for the UCD001 reference individual) and sequenced them using SOLiD (ver-

sion 2 was used for all runs except twoWL-A runs, for which we used version 1)
according to standard manufacturer protocols.

SNP detection and analysis. We called SNPs using the Corona Lite pipeline

fromLife Technologies. To call a SNP, at least three reads with different start sites

supporting the non-reference allele had to be present. We called SNPs on each

individual line and also by bioinformatically combining the data from multiple

pools to improve sensitivity to rare alleles. All reported SNPs are unique sites

from the union of all runs.

Selective-sweep analysis. We used allele counts at SNP positions to identify

signatures of selection in sliding 40-kb windows, for pools of sequence data.

For each pool and SNP, we determined the numbers of reads corresponding

to the most and least abundant allele (nMAJ and nMIN). For each window in each

breed pool, we calculated a pooled heterozygosity score: Hp5 2SnMAJSnMIN/
(SnMAJ1SnMIN)

2, where SnMAJ and SnMIN are the sums of nMAJ and, respec-

tively, nMIN for all SNPs in the window. Individual Hp values were then

Z-transformed as follows: ZHp5 (Hp2mHp)/sHp.

Detectionof deletions and stop codons.We first scanned the genome for putative

deletions in each line. A putative deletion was defined as 100 bp or greater with no

read coverage.We then tested all of these regions against coverage by the reference

bird to remove those thatwere uncovered becauseof sequencingor alignment bias.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Animals. We included genomic DNA samples from the following chicken

populations. Four layer lines were sampled: eleven males from White

Leghorn line 13 (WL-A) developed at the Swedish University of Agricultural

Sciences30 and previously used for QTL mapping experiments15; eight males

from a commercial White Leghorn line (WL-B); ten males from the obese strain

(OS) established in 1955 from aWhite Leghorn line as a model for autoimmune

thyroiditis31; and eight males from a commercial Rhode Island Red population

(RIR; Hubbard ISA) collected as part of the AvianDiv project32. Four broiler

lines were sampled: ten males from a commercial broiler line (Ross 308,

denoted CB-1 here), ten females from a second commercial line (CB-2), main-

tained by Hubbard ISA and collected by the AvianDiv project32; and seven males

and four females each from the high and low growth selection lines, both

established fromWhite Plymouth Rock chickens in 195729 and used in previous

QTL mapping experiments27,33. Eight males representing two different zoo

populations of red jungle fowl (RJ) were pooled. Finally, the single RJ female

from the partly inbred UCD001 line used to generate the chicken genome

sequence8 was also included.

SOLiD sequencing. Libraries were prepared from pools of birds (except the

UCD001 reference individual) and sequenced using SOLiD, version 2 (except

for two WL-A runs, for which we used version 1), according to standard manu-

facturer protocols. Reads were aligned in colour space to the reference assembly

(version 2.1, Washington University) using the MAPREADS program allowing

for up to three mismatches (including ‘valid adjacent’ changes as a single

mismatch) and no indels. Only reads aligning uniquely in the genome were

retained.

SNP detection and analysis. SNPs were called using the Corona Lite pipeline

fromLife Technologies. To call a SNP, at least three reads with different start sites

supporting the non-reference allele had to be present. We called SNPs on each

individual line and also by bioinformatically combining the data from multiple

pools to improve sensitivity to rare alleles. All reported SNPs are unique sites

from the union of all runs. Following determination of all unique variant sites,

we in silico genotyped all variant sites in all lines using custom PERL scripts, to

compare all uniquely aligned reads in colour space to both the reference and

variant alleles to count reference and variant alleles observed in each line.

Genetic differentiation was measured between lines with pairwise fixation

index (FST), using an estimator introduced in ref. 34. This statistic was calculated

across all SNPs identified in any line within the assembled chromosome

sequences (that is, SNPs assigned to the ‘_random’ and ‘Un’ sequences were

excluded). Then a phylogenetic tree was constructed from these estimates using

the neighbour-joining method implemented in PHYLIP35.

SNP validation. A VeraCode GoldenGate assay (Illumina) was designed target-

ing 384 SNPs that were called in theWhite Leghorn/red jungle fowl comparison.

All SNPs were located in putative selective sweep regions identified in an initial

screen for chromosomal regions showing a high degree of homozygosity. A total

of 271 domestic chickens representing 36 populations and 51 red jungle fowl

from a number of zoo populations were genotyped using the standard protocol

provided by Illumina. The GoldenGate assays were read using a BeadXpress

Reader (Illumina) and data were analysed on the GENOMESTUDIO V2009.1

software (Illumina). To estimate the false-negative rate of our SNP-calling pipe-

line, the sequence from the yellow skin allele4 (GenBank EU334162) determined

by classical Sanger-sequencing was used. By comparing the sequence against the

reference genome sequence, a total of 175 SNP positions were detected. Those

SNP positions were cross-referenced with the SNP positions called in the all-

domestic comparison.

Estimation of total SNP errors. All calls made at known SNP sites on the

Z chromosome (ascertained in lines other than the reference bird) were

reviewed and the number of valid base calls of each type made at that position

in the reference bird was counted. For all sites with two or more calls, we

assumed that any minority calls were errors (rather than using the reference

base, to avoid counting errors at miscalled reference bases). As expected given

that the Z chromosome in the reference female is hemizygous, we predomi-

nantly saw positions with two or three reads. We took the single-read, per-

position error rate to be that seen at three reads of coverage (0.00644). We

note that this includes both sequence detection errors and artefacts intro-

duced by alignment errors and is approximately ten times worse than the

manufacturer’s specification of rates of accuracy after dibase correction

(99.94%); independent assessment of single-base accuracy from invalid colour

changes suggests that raw sequencing accuracy for these runs was very close to

the manufacturer’s specification. Because errors should be random, it was

assumed that one-third of them would represent each incorrect base, and

we thus computed for each depth of coverage in the genome the probability

of seeing three or more of any given erroneous base. These probabilities were

all multiplied by the total number of bases seen at each depth and summed

over all depths.

Selective-sweep analysis. Allele counts at identified SNP positions were used to

identify signatures of selection in sliding 40-kb windows with a step size of 20 kb

for three pools of sequence data (breed pools): all eight domestic lines, the two

commercial broiler lines (CB-1 and CB-2) and three layer populations (WL-A,

WL-B and RIR). At each detected SNP position, we counted the numbers of

reads corresponding to the most and least frequently observed allele (nMAJ and

nMIN, respectively) in each breed pool. Thiswas done even if a particular SNPhad

not been originally detected by reads from the particular breed pool where the

selective-sweep scan was performed. To prevent windows containing very few

SNPs from adding spurious fixation signals, we omitted seven windows where

only 1–10 SNPs had been detected and analysed 46,906 windows along chicken

chromosomes 1–28 represented in the version 2.1 draft assembly. For each

window, we calculated the pooled heterozygosity, Hp, values using the formula

Hp5 2SnMAJSnMIN/(SnMAJ1SnMIN)
2, where SnMAJ and SnMIN are breed-

pool-specific sums of nMAJ and, respectively, nMIN counted at all SNPs in the

window.Thedistributions ofHp values resembled normal distributions (Fig. 2a),

and we therefore transformed the Hp values into Z scores: ZHp5 (Hp2mHp)/

sHp. The Z transformation allowed us to place the three breed pools into the

same framework because ZHp values indicate the number of standard deviations

by which Hp deviates from the mean. We applied a threshold of ZHp#26 for

putative selective sweeps because windows below this threshold represent the

extreme lower end of the distribution (Fig. 2a).

Calculation of identity scores. We calculated identity scores, IS, to visualize

haplotype sharing in pairwise comparisons at the TSHR locus (Fig. 3b). For each

identified SNP, we determined the fraction of reads that corresponded to the

reference genome allele, F, in each chicken line. The IS values of individual SNPs

were then calculated as IS5 12 (jFline12 Fline2j), with SNPs assessed only if at

least one read was obtained in each line. The IS value for a window was the mean

of all SNP IS values observed in the window for a specific comparison.

QTL analysis. The phenotypic effect of the SH3RF2 deletion was estimated in

two ways. First, the genotype–phenotype map for the three genotypes (Del/Del,

Del/WT and WT/WT) was estimated without accounting for the line origin of

the alleles and accounting for the observed allele frequencies using the R package

NOIA36,37, version 0.92. Second, the effect of the deletion was estimated inde-

pendently within the low growth and high growth lines by computing the IBD

(relationship) matrix following ref. 38, under the assumption of three subsets of

alleles in generation F2 (Del originating in F0 birds from the high growth or low

growth lines and wild type (WT) always originating in F0 birds from the low

growth line).

Detection of deletions and stop codons. We first scanned the genome for

putative deletions in each line. A putative deletion was defined as 100 bp or

greaterwith no read coverage.We then tested all of these regions against coverage

by the reference bird to remove those that were uncovered because of sequencing

or alignment bias. We computed the binomial p value of anN:0 split of reference

and line reads given the chromosomal total reference:line ratio. To correct for

testing,1,000,000 putative deletions in all lines, we required a P value of,1028

to consider a region deleted. However, if a putative deleted region reached this

significance threshold in one line, a P value of,1025 was considered sufficient to

call the presence of an overlapping deletion in other lines. Then we merged by

single linkage all overlapping deletion events inmultiple lines, on the assumption

that such events were likely to be identical. Finally, we merged runs of consecu-

tive deletions that occurred in the same line(s) if the sum of deleted bases was at

least 90% of the total span length; manual inspection revealed that such events

were usually incorrectly split because of sequences that attracted spurious read

placement, or possibly because the line was not 100% fixed for the event. Two

such events overlapped genes and were successfully validated as single deletions,

supporting this ‘bridging’. Because of the absence of W sequences in male birds

and the large amount of unplaced W sequences, the Wchromosome and all

random and unplaced chromosomes were excluded from this analysis. To pre-

vent regions of unusually high coverage in the reference bird from causing false-

positives, we ignored reads in any line overlapping any region that had coverage

in any line exceeding that expected given all of our sequencing (PoissonP# 0.05,

Bonferroni corrected for sites observed across all lines).

To detect stop codons, the Ensembl gene set was filtered to include only

models that made a complete protein product of $100 amino acids. We then

computed the impact of the alternate allele of every detected SNP on its in-frame

codon for each transcript overlapping it. If either the reference or the alternate

codon was a stop, it was retained for manual review. During manual review, we

discarded any putative stop variant if the transcript failed to show homology to

any known protein or if the variant codon lay outside a region of conservation in

the alignment and was not supported by chicken EST evidence.
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Validation of loss-of-function mutations. Putative deletions or introduced
stop codons were amplified using approximately 20 ng of genomic DNA from

individuals taken from the appropriate pool in 10-ml reactions containing

10mM Tris-HCL (pH8.3), 50mM KCl, 2.5mM MgCl2, 0.2mM dNTP, 1mM
each of forward and reverse primer and 0.5U AmpliTaq Gold (Applied

Biosystems). Validation of products was performed by direct sequencing using

BigDye Terminator v3.1 chemistry (Applied Biosystems) and DNA sequences

were aligned and edited using CODONCODE ALIGNER (version 3.0.2,

CodonCode). The true break points of validated deletions that affected coding

sequencing were used to design multiplex PCR assays. These reactions were

amplified as above, but with 1 mM of each multiplex primer (m1, m2 and m3)

and visualized on 2% agarose gels. Multiplex assays were also applied to a

diversity panel (Supplementary Table 9) to assess the prevalence of the mutation

in a global setting. All primers were designed in PRIMER339 (version 0.4.0) and

are given in Supplementary Table 9, and new sequences have been deposited in

GenBank (accession numbers GU323512–GU323553).

SH3RF2 expression study.Wedissected hypothalamus from four-day-old birds

from both the high growth and low growth lines (three male and seven female

chicks from each line, for a total of 20 samples). RNA was isolated with TRIzol
(Invitrogen) and purified with RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). The quality of the

total RNAwas checkedwith the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser (Agilent Technologies)

and the RNA samples were frozen at 270 uC until used. Complementary DNA

synthesis from total RNA and two-step quantitative PCR were performed as

described previously40. Briefly, quantitative PCR with reverse transcription

was performed using the iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad Laboratories) in

combination with the MyiQ Single-Colour Real-Time PCR Detection System

(Bio-Rad Laboratories), according to themanufacturer’s protocol. Primers were

designed with PRIMER EXPRESS software (version 1.5, Applied Biosystems)

and are listed in Supplementary Table 9. The collected data were analysed using

the 2{DDCT method41 in comparison with the average of the four-day-old high-

growth-line male expression level, and all results were normalized to the chicken
b-actin gene.
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